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Abstract 

 

This introduction presents a human rights framework to understand attacks on history and 

historians as the most violent form of memory and history politics. After a discussion of the 

relevance and risks of using the term, “attacks on history” are defined as threats or uses of 

force by State or non-State actors against historians or their work with the intent to silence 

them. The concept is distinguished from related concepts (such as persecution, censorship, 

violation, crime, abuse, and intellectual misconduct), from problematic conduct below the 

threshold of attack, and from broader structural and systemic violence. The introduction also 

contains an elaborate typology of attacks based on the main distinction between attacks 

against historians (subdivided in attacks on historians as individuals and attacks on historians 

as a community) and attacks against their work (subdivided in attacks on historical 

information, attacks on historical opinions, attacks on historical truth, and attacks on 

expressions of memory). Finally, the analysis widens its scope to investigate the reasons why 

historians are attacked. It ends with a reflection on the responsibilities of States and historians 

to counter attacks on history. 
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The need for a conceptual framework 

 

The liquidation of the Nobel Prize-winning NGO Memorial in Russia, Vladimir Putin’s 

massive abuse of history in justifying his invasion of Ukraine, Jair Bolsonaro’s interference 

with history exams in Brazil, Narendra Modi’s cuts in the budget of the Indian History 

Congress, Xi Jinping’s struggle against “historical nihilism” and “ethnic splittism” in China, 

the murder of history teacher Samuel Paty in France, Donald Trump’s tampering with official 

records in the United States, the rewriting of the Martial Law era in the Philippines, the 

proliferating online harassment of historians worldwide. These are only a few recent events 

that have aroused new and strong concerns over a perennial problem: attacks on history. 

Historians have been under attack at all times and in all places in multiple ways, and it is no 

different today. The bewildering variety of these attacks begs for a conceptual framework to 

understand – and possibly tackle – the assaults on history. Such a conceptual framework is 

presented here.1 Its scope is global, but the empirical evidence adduced to build it is 

contemporary (which means that it is drawn from post–1945 cases with special emphasis on 

the post–2000 period). Many types of contemporary attacks are strikingly similar to those 

from previous eras, however, and therefore illustrate the general phenomenon of attacks.  

 

The basis for a conceptual framework 

 

Before we measure whether any given conduct constitutes an attack on historians and their 

work, we need a yardstick to analyze this conduct and decide under which conditions it 

becomes an attack. And this we can only achieve if we have a clear idea about what historians 

are entitled to do. Therefore, the logical starting point of any analysis of the phenomenon of 

attacks on history is to identify the human rights that historians can most count on when they 

exercise their profession. These rights can be found in the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (UDHR) and the Covenants derived from it. Particularly relevant is Article 19 of the 

UDHR, which states that everyone, including historians, enjoys the freedoms of opinion and 

expression. These two freedoms include the right to develop and hold thoughts about the past, 

the right to seek historical truth through inquiry, exchange and debate and the right to express 

critical opinions related to the past (that is, related to history, memory, tradition, and heritage). 

The responsible use of history – including rights to select data and to err in interpreting past 

events – is protected by these freedoms of opinion and expression and by several other human 

rights, such as the freedom of thought, and the freedoms of association, peaceful assembly, 
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and scientific research.2 In addition, academic historians are protected by guarantees of 

academic freedom and institutional autonomy.3 With the notable exception of freedom of 

thought,4 these rights are not absolute: they can be restricted, but only under carefully 

determined circumstances and narrowly formulated conditions in the service of only a few 

permissible interests.5 

 Now that human rights are defined as our ethical perspective and analytical yardstick, we 

also need to circumscribe the limits of our universe of examples that serve to support our 

analysis. In the beginning we argued that attacks are everywhere nowadays, an observation 

that came with a sense of urgency, and therefore we cannot put geographical limits on the size 

of our universe. Indeed, the problem of attacks is best understood on a global scale because 

only comparisons between these attacks can disclose types, analogies, trends, unique cases, 

and exceptions. While we extend the universe in space to its maximum for analytical reasons, 

we need to limit it in time for practical reasons: priority will be given to contemporary cases, 

taken predominantly from post–1945 history, especially from the last quarter of a century 

(2000–present). 

 There is also one caveat. In studying attacks on history, our attention is directed at only one 

of several instruments of memory and history – politics intended to authoritatively define how 

the past is publicly remembered (memory politics) and studied and taught (history politics). 

Most States and groups pursuing memory and history politics have several tools at their 

disposal, such as the legal governance of memory,6 the prescription of education curricula and 

historical anniversaries, measures of symbolic reparation after periods of violence and war, 

historical propaganda,7 etc. Attacking historians and their work is only one form of such 

memory and history politics, often not the most important but always the most extreme. Our 

focus is on these attacks and not on other forms of memory and history politics. 

 

The abuse of the term “attacks” 

 

The concept of attack is much abused in and outside the historical profession. First, the term 

attack is used to label as attacks what are in fact permissible opinions. When sharp polemics 

within the historical profession take place – for example, between those who defend and reject 

postmodernism or postcoloniality – some tend to label the opponent’s views as “assaults” or 

“attacks,” but these are not attacks as understood here. Postmodernists and postcolonialists, by 

showing the epistemological limits of classical historical writing and its partly construed 

character, undermined some of its old certainties with the intent to improve it, not to silence it. 
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This different intention is the crucial factor. The public debate about history must be robust 

and therefore, serious but honest criticism of another’s view is not an attack. It is a legitimate 

ingredient of the ongoing debate about what scientific history is and under which conditions it 

is possible. Such an open and public debate must tolerate opinions that “offend, shock or 

disturb” – to use the classical doctrine formulated by the European Court of Human Rights.8 

Echoing the European Court, PEN America wrote: 

 

While violence and threats are never appropriate, vociferous, adamant, and even 

disrespectful argument and protest have their place. An environment where too many 

offenses are considered impermissible or even punishable becomes sterile, constraining, 

and inimical to creativity.9 

 

 Second, outside the profession, the term “attack” is often introduced maliciously in highly 

politicized rants and flawed ideologies. One such abuse is the strategy of blaming the victim. 

According to this strategy, (real) attackers delegitimize their targets as the initial attackers and 

promote their own attacks as firm defenses of some conception of pure history. Typically, 

those attacking historians for their unwelcome interpretations of the past often call the latter 

attacks on “our” morality or pride and their own actions a rectification of this “deviant” 

behavior. They never label their own attacks as attacks, although they may sometimes call 

them “counterattacks.” This is a classic reversal of roles, which can be seen in defamation 

cases in particular. Defamation of a person is an attack upon the latter’s reputation. Public or 

private figures who sue historians because of certain unwelcome statements in their works, 

typically accuse them of having attacked their reputation. This accusation can be justified (as 

we will see) but more often it is made recklessly or falsely: when historians make fair 

comments or truthful statements about a past figure, however painful, this can never constitute 

an attack on reputation. Many bold opinions heard in the public debate are not impermissible 

attacks and calling them so is abusive. A reckless or false accusation that a given conduct or 

opinion constitutes an attack, is itself an attack. 

 Why then use the term “attack” here as a central concept rather than comparable but less 

loaded terms? This question is justified because the term is abused quite often. However, 

abuse of a term does not justify its abolition; rather, it calls for semantic precision.  

 

The responsible use of the term “attacks” 
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The concept of attack is used properly in the leading human rights instruments. The UDHR 

mentions the concept “attacks” in its Article 12 and the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights (ICCPR) – a fundamental human rights treaty elaborating part of the UDHR 

in a binding treaty – in its Article 17. The UDHR stipulates that “No one shall be subjected … 

to attacks upon his honour and reputation” and the ICCPR uses an almost identical formula. 

Both articles describe the rights to privacy and reputation, and the term “attack” is associated 

with the violation of the right to reputation (a real violation, not a fake violation as discussed 

above).  

 The risks of using the term “attack” were noted during the drafting processes of the UDHR 

in October 1948 and the ICCPR in October 1953. At both occasions, a large majority of the 

drafters of these instruments voted to retain the term. However, some drafters looked for 

qualifiers to distinguish unjustifiable from justifiable attacks. Qualifiers for unjustifiable 

attacks suggested during these discussions were: abusive, arbitrary, illegal, malicious, unjust, 

unlawful, unreasonable, and unwarranted. Justifiable attacks were defined as those based on 

truth and made in good faith and as fair comment. Accordingly, the ICCPR drafters preferred 

the expression “unlawful attacks” to indicated attacks that were not justified.10 Decades later, 

in 2011, the United Nations (UN) Human Rights Committee, which supervises 

implementation of the ICCPR, used the term in relation to the right to freedom of opinion and 

expression: 

 

[U]nder any circumstance, can an attack on a person, because of the exercise of his or 

her freedom of opinion or expression, including such forms of attack as arbitrary arrest, 

torture, threats to life and killing, be compatible with article 19 [the right to freedom of 

expression, adb].11 

 

 The notion of attack is not only common in international human rights law, but also in 

international criminal law and international humanitarian law. In the Rome Statute of the 

International Criminal Court, for instance, it is a central concept in defining crimes against 

humanity and war crimes.12 Qualifiers are used here as well: in defining crimes against 

humanity, the Rome Statute speaks of “widespread or systematic attacks.” With the term well 

entrenched in the most important instruments of international human rights, humanitarian, and 

criminal law, its central use in this Handbook seems well justified. 

 

Definition of attacks on history 
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We are now ready for a definition: 

 

Attacks on history are threats or uses of force by State or non-State actors against 

historians or their work with the intent to silence them.13 

 

From this definition it becomes clear that attacks are attempts that undermine the proper and 

responsible exercise of historical research, writing, and teaching, that is, of the rights of 

historians. Insofar as the outcomes of these past-related activities contribute to a democratic 

awareness, especially through an open and robust public debate about the past, attacks also 

undermine democratic societies.14 Let us discuss the four elements of the definition. 

 

Threats or uses of force15 

The use of force is the intentional infliction of harm to the targets (the historians or their 

work), preceded or not by a threat or warning. A threat of force (or intimidation) is a credible 

and serious message left with intent to inflict harm (in our case, to silence ). The threat or use 

of force has two manifestations. It can be expressed as physical violence to compel a target to 

adopt a certain behavior or belief. It can also be achieved through mental coercion (or duress), 

which includes direct manipulation (influence exercised in an unfair or unscrupulous manner 

without regard for individual volition) or indirect pressure to dominate, especially by using 

authority and exploiting fear and anxiety.16 

 Attacks that use force are usually public and direct interventions; attacks that threaten to 

use force can be public or covert and direct or indirect. A covert attack has to be understood 

as the degrading face-to-face treatment of historians harming the latter’s dignity. An indirect 

attack consists of a series of acts that, taken separately, perhaps do not meet the threshold of 

an attack but nevertheless, taken together, can be shown to be part of a pattern of ambiguous, 

hybrid threats and bullying with effects as pernicious as full-blown attacks.17 Small non-

attributable repeat attacks, either public or covert, can have similar effects. 

 Attacks do not need to be successful to constitute attacks, they can be inchoate acts: public 

calls for attacks that remain without consequences, planned attacks that were not executed, or 

failed attacks are attacks nevertheless if there was a reasonable probability that the attempts 

were imminent but stopped before being executed. 

 Many threats and uses of force that qualify as attacks remain un- or underreported, among 

others because fear and intimidation of those attacked discourages reporting. A regime 
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paradox should be taken into account: attacks in repressive societies are less documented but 

usually more serious while attacks in democratic societies are more documented but usually 

less serious. However, no regime type – totalitarian dictatorship, autocratic dictatorship, 

flawed democracy, emergent democracy, stable democracy – is immune to attacks on history 

and historians. 

 

State or non-State actors 

Attacks can be carried out by State organs or private parties. State responsibility for attacks 

can adopt varying degrees of involvement: attacks can be performed by State organs, at their 

service or with their direct or complicit involvement, but these State organs can also 

encourage or condone attacks of third parties18 or not react appropriately to such attacks or 

fail to act altogether. 

 Private parties are individuals or groups acting on orders of or condoned by the State or 

represent non-governmental entities operating outside of State influence. If more than one 

perpetrator is involved in the attack, not all perpetrators need to be fully aware of all 

characteristics and details of the attack. 

 In this regard, it is necessary to point to the dual role of historians. Whereas historians are 

usually targets of attacks on history, some of them have been involved in attacks on other 

historians as organizers or perpetrators themselves, often instrumentalized to that end by those 

in power, especially in totalitarian systems. Although this may surprise at first sight, it is 

logical at closer scrutiny, as expertise about what historians are really doing is sometimes 

needed to successfully attack them. Therefore, historians can be found on both sides of the 

attack divide.19 While attacks on history and historians usually come from outside actors, 

historians participating in them attack history from the inside. 

 

Historians or their work 

The targets of the attack are those harmed, namely the historians or their work. As a result of 

the attack, historians suffer consequences in their lives and work. Three aspects – the persons, 

the content they produce, and history in general – merit separate attention. 

 The first aspect is the historian. If historians are targeted, attacks can be directed at their 

persons as such or at some aspect of their personality in particular: their dignity, integrity, 

safety, privacy (such as their appearance, gender, race, ethnicity, religion, nationality), 

reputation, and opinions. In practice, there is little difference between these varieties in terms 

of harm, but mention of specific characteristics can throw light on the motives of perpetrators. 
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 Another issue needs clarification. Perpetrators of attacks try to eliminate all forms of 

history that are unwelcome to them, regardless of those creating them, and therefore the term 

“historians” should not be narrowly understood. “Historians” are all those who are involved, 

professionally or otherwise, in the collection, creation, or transmission of history, academic or 

not, professional or not. Everyone who happens to defend unwelcome opinions about the past 

can come within the purview of attackers. A good example are truth commissions that are 

appointed by societies in transition towards democracy. These commissions interview 

witnesses about previous periods of dictatorship or war and produce reports as a first step for 

these societies to cope with their violent past. They write the first rough draft of history, they 

are proto-historians. Each time I speak of historians, I also mean these history producers in the 

broader sense. 

 It should be added that the targets of attacks are historians qua historians: attacks against 

historians acting in other roles (as journalists, peace or human rights activists, political 

activists, and so on) are not included in this analysis unless they have a clear historical 

component. However, even when historians with multiple roles are not attacked in their 

capacity as historians, two factors complicate the matter. The first is that historians may have 

adopted some of their other roles after the insights they gained from history motivated them to 

perform these roles. The second factor is that attacks on historians acting in other roles can 

still have indirect effects detrimental to their functioning and work as historians. This, in fact, 

is often the case.  

 The second aspect is the work of the historian. This includes all stages from research 

design, sources, resources, and data collection over manuscript to public result (a book or a 

class, for example). It also includes the operation of second-order observation, which is 

reflection on history in the form of historiography or theory. 

 It is often difficult to see whether historians or their work are attacked because the content 

of a historical work may direct attention to their authors or the ideas of historians may direct 

attention to their work. Whereas all attacks are reprehensible, assailants cross an additional 

line if they target not only historical opinions but also the persons holding them. 

 The third aspect is history in general. Attacks against historians are real in the sense that 

the victims are physically or mentally harmed. Attacks against content are real in the sense 

that the content attacked is disqualified, damaged or destroyed directly or collaterally.20 If the 

issue of harm and victimhood is readily clear for persons and the content they produce, that is 

less so when we consider “history” – understood as the writing and teaching of history – as a 

target and a victim. In what sense can an abstract concept such as history ever become a target 
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and a victim of attack? History cannot be attacked in the same way as the individuals, 

organizations, infrastructure and research output that are involved in its production. Attacks 

against history itself can be traced only indirectly in two ways. The first method is to trace the 

consequences of the harm done to those attacked and others: person-oriented attacks result in 

fewer and less active speakers in the area of history than otherwise would have been the case. 

A second method is to trace the consequences of the distortions afflicted to the attacked 

content: work-oriented attacks result in less informed, fewer and less receptive listeners in the 

area of history than otherwise would have been the case.21 In other words, attacks on history 

generate fall-out not reducible to historians and their work and encompass the wider 

ramifications of these attacks on their audiences and on the entire biotope of the public 

historical debate. Society has an interest in the outcomes of historiography and the harm done 

to it is a social harm. 

 The actual harm done to historians or their work or to history in general is often not 

immediately and fully known at the time of the attack (and if it is, it is not always accurately 

assessable in economic terms). Likewise, the longer-term impact of attacks on those attacked 

is often unknown. Similarly, when historical sources or manuscripts are destroyed, this may 

come to light only after long delays. The harm done to history reveals itself in a diminished 

public trust in the integrity of historical information. 

 

Intent to silence 

Attacks are always intentional but they can be targeted or indiscriminate. If they are targeted, 

they are directed at specific individuals, institutions, infrastructures, or works; if they are 

indiscriminate, they are intended to strike at historians in general either because that is the 

special purpose or because the methods or means employed are so generic that they cannot be 

narrowed down to specific targets and have a random fallout (typical examples are internet 

slowdowns and shutdowns).22 Targeted attacks are no less serious than indiscriminate ones, 

but the latter harm more targets. In all cases, they also lead to chilling effects on historians 

that were not targeted. 

 Attacks on historians often lack the necessary intent to silence the latter as historians. In 

such cases, they still qualify as attacks, but not as attacks on history. To the extent that attacks 

on historians for reasons unrelated to their history-oriented tasks interfere in their professional 

lives and work, they may qualify as indirect attacks on history. This is particularly the case for 

large or indiscriminate attacks that target intellectuals, academics or professionals as specific 

communities. 
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 The intent must show bad faith – namely, to silence. Often this will be obvious (when 

violence or coercion is used), but attacks involving pressure rather than physical violence are 

harder to document. The fact that some attackers say or believe that they acted in good faith 

(in order to “save history from contamination,” for example) is never decisive in determining 

whether a certain conduct did not constitute an attack. If the good faith of a perpetrator is 

proven, this is an attenuating circumstance and even, for single-perpetrator attacks, a reason to 

annul the charge of an attack. 

 The result of silencing those attacked can be qualified as epistemic injustice, defined as a 

range of “forms of unfair treatment that relate to issues of knowledge, understanding and 

participation in communicative practices.”23 

 Intent should not be confused with motive. Intent refers to how the silencing operation is 

carried out, motive to why it is carried out. Attacks can be motivated by many reasons, most 

often political, ideological, ethnic, racial, religious, or national security and public order 

reasons. For example, attacks can be mounted in the name of the nation, the State, the 

fatherland, the flag, justice, religion, race, tradition, custom, culture, national honor and 

national pride, the ancestors, soldiers and veterans, or a combination of them. If the purpose is 

to verify whether conduct constitutes an attack at all, intent (to silence) is important, if the 

purpose is to analyze and evaluate the attack, motives come into play as well. 

 

Related concepts 

 

Attacks overlap with, yet should be distinguished from, other concepts such as persecution, 

violation, crime, censorship, abuse, and intellectual misconduct. In general, we can look at 

persecution as a process involving attacks; at violations and crimes as particular forms of 

attacks; and at censorship, abuse, and intellectual misconduct as tools for or results from 

attacks. 

 

Persecution 

The persecution of historians is the severe deprivation, on intentionally discriminatory 

grounds, of their human rights because they are historians, ranging from the destruction of 

their infrastructure of sources and resources to pressure, harassment, and dismissal and to 

imprisonment, torture, exile, and death. “Attacks” is at once a broader and narrower concept. 

It is broader because it includes inchoate attacks, which are difficult to categorize as actual 

persecution. It is narrower because the analytical unit to investigate attacks is an incident, that 
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is, a report about one threat or use of violence that occurred at a single point in time (although 

this does not exclude simultaneous, protracted or repetitive attacks). In contrast, persecution is 

a process, a chain of attacks. 

 

Violations 

Attacks on history and historians turn into human rights violations, notably violations of the 

freedoms of opinion, expression, assembly, and association, when States are involved in 

attacks that harm the human rights of the targets and others. The harm inflicted by an attack of 

a non-State actor is technically not a human rights violation but a human rights abuse; in the 

latter case, a violation only arises if the State fails to investigate and prosecute the attack.24 

 

Crimes 

Attacks on history become crimes when they are criminal according to domestic or 

international law and regardless of whether they were committed by State or non-State actors. 

In 2012, the rapporteurs on freedom of expression of the UN, Africa, the Americas, and 

Europe issued a “Joint Declaration on Crimes against Freedom of Expression” in which they 

listed various such crimes: 

 

Expressing our abhorrence over the unacceptable rate of incidents of violence and other 

crimes against freedom of expression, including killings, death-threats, disappearances, 

abductions, hostage takings, arbitrary arrests, prosecutions and imprisonments, torture 

and inhuman and degrading treatment, harassment, intimidation, deportation, and 

confiscation of and damage to equipment and property; …25 

 

Likewise, the most extreme attacks on history can be called crimes against history, for 

example, the assassination and disappearance of historians, the use of hate speech against 

historians, the intentional destruction of cultural heritage.26 

 

Censorship 

Attacks use censorship as a tool or they result in it. Classic censorship is directed at the 

message (the historical work, in this case), but censorship by heckling and killing targets the 

messengers (the historians). Censorship is also a form of abuse of history. 

 

Abuses and misconduct 
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Finally, attacks on history differ from abuses of history and intellectual misconduct. 

Abuses of history are uses of history with the intent to deceive.27 When history is abused, it is 

exercised in a manner that is manifestly inconsistent with or contrary to the purpose for which 

it is designed: the search for historical truth(s). Intellectual misconduct, in its most egregious 

forms, includes the fabrication, falsification, and plagiarism of historical data and 

interpretations: these are all forms of abuse of history. Abuses of history, including 

intellectual misconduct, threaten the integrity of history: it is this element of threat that makes 

many abuses also attacks. 

 Whereas abuses of history, including intellectual misconduct, aim to deceive, attacks on 

history aim to silence. The relationship between deception and silence is tight.28 A successful 

deception stimulates the silencing of truthful versions of history. Conversely, the successful 

silencing of historians often mobilizes deception techniques and fuels a climate of deception. 

Deception and silence are twin tools: deception is a concept that clarifies perpetrator conduct 

whereas silence is a concept that clarifies victim conduct. Deception always leads to some 

form of silence and silencing often requires deception to be successful. Attacks and abuses go 

hand in hand. 

 

We see that , in theory, the concept of attacks ought to be distinguished from related concepts 

such as the ones discussed above, although the difference is often a mere question of 

perspective. In practice, many of these concepts can be simultaneously applied to the same set 

of incidents. 

 

Limits of the concept 

 

The concept of attacks has limits in contrasting directions: at its lower end, it excludes 

conduct that does not reach the threshold of an attack; at its higher end, it only partially covers 

the phenomenon of structural bias and it is itself swallowed by systemic violence. Let us 

discuss these three extremes. 

 At the lower end of the spectrum, not every obstacle, not every pressure, not every 

constraint, not every convention or practice which makes communication for some 

individuals more difficult, not every uncomfortable circumstance rises to the level of attacks 

on history or historians.29 Attacks are hostile or retaliatory interferences of a certain intensity. 

They are grave breaches of the integrity of history and substantially harm the activities and 

lives of historians. In contrast, a bold use of freedom of expression, sharp methodological 
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debates and polemics, generalized feelings of insecurity, small acts of sloppiness, much 

conduct to accommodate to power inside and outside academia, and numerous small chilling 

gestures do not reach the threshold of physical violence or mental coercion defining attacks.30 

 At the higher end of the spectrum, the first question is whether the concept of attack, and 

particularly the element of force in it, includes structural biases. For example, if history 

education is not or barely offered at pre-university levels, then the influx of a critical mass of 

capable history students at university levels is seriously hampered. Likewise, if archives laws 

are not inspired by access to information principles and lack administrative flexibility, the 

sources of historians are systematically curtailed. Skillfully applied funding policies may 

promote certain career types and discourage others, thereby orienting the avant-garde of the 

historical profession in a desired direction. Furthermore, it can be argued that power 

inequalities in the public debate about history make physical violence or mental coercion 

partly or wholly superfluous. The distortion and manipulation of these debates by political 

power and lobby groups results in selective access to them. 

 Structural bias can transform into structural violence: the violence engendered by certain 

persistent effects of institutions and knowledge systems. The sheer repetition and 

accumulation of such violence may result in an outcome that is as effective as an attack. If it 

comes with physical violence or mental coercion, structural violence enters the ambit of 

attacks. Thus, an attack-based approach will touch upon many aspects of structural violence, 

especially its excesses, but not fully cover it. 

 The situation is worsened when structural violence is not limited to certain areas of social 

life (such as funding policies, or power inequalities in the public debate) but flows through all 

its veins, that is, when it is transformed into a repressive political system. In a certain sense, 

the mere existence of a repressive political system, even when operating under the cloak of 

democracy and keeping up a semblance of legality, is one big and complex systemic attack on 

the human rights of its citizens, historians included. 

 Perhaps surprisingly, the existence of repressive political systems implies that there is no 

automatic relationship between the frequency of attacks and a regime type. At first sight, 

regimes at the authoritarian end of the spectrum are expected to organize more frequent 

attacks than regimes at the democratic end. That is too simple. There are factors that interfere 

with frequency. On the one hand, the more authoritarian regimes rule with ruthless power and 

instill an overall climate of fear and terror maintained by an apparatus of formal institutions 

(including the parliament, the courts, the leading political party, the police, military, and 

security services, and the censorship bureau) and informal means (thugs and death squads 
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operating in the shadow), the less they need to organize targeted attacks. An overall repressive 

system renders individual attacks less necessary and when they take place they are often 

designed to set an example and to intimidate. On the other hand, attacks under democratic 

regimes are less fatal and on the whole countered with less fear for retaliation, the censorial 

role of semi-public and private lobbies, groups, and individuals is potentially larger than in 

the more authoritarian contexts. What we tend to see, then, are authoritarian regimes with a 

restricted elite of very powerful attackers at one end and democratic regimes with many but 

less powerful attackers at the other end and a mix of the two in-between. Therefore, attack 

frequency is not necessarily a differentiating factor between regime types. The paramount 

difference is the greater or smaller degree of freedom of expression for conducting open 

debates about the past and repelling attacks. 

 In sum, at the lower end of the scale, the concept of attack is too strong for relatively 

normal social practices and relationships, or for conduct that according to most reasonable 

observers does not reach a certain threshold of force or coercion. At the higher end of the 

scale, the concept is not always well suited to reflect processual, structural and systemic limits 

on historians. Democracies have a range of built-in structural biases that often do not rise to 

the level of attacks but still amount to structural bias and violence impeding opportunities for 

certain categories of historians. Authoritarian regimes result in one big crackdown on 

dissidence, including dissident history, making individual attacks on specific targets less 

urgent. 

 In conclusion, this analysis has shown that the concept of attacks cannot cover the entirety 

of extreme adverse circumstances in which historians live and work. However, a cautious and 

precise use of the concept contributes to our understanding of the many ways in which history 

is undermined. 

 

A typology of attacks on history 

 

The empirical mass of attacks on history is so overwhelming that it is not ready for analysis 

without an intermediary step: the construction of a typology which tries to capture the 

multitude of empirical data into meaningful groups in order to master their variety. A 

typology provides a framework that helps identify attacks, understand their scope, severity, 

and modes, the factors that influence, promote and counter them, and the harms they cause. It 

also provides a language in which to discuss attacks. 
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 The following typology is built on one salient criterion taken from the definition of “attack 

of history”: the distinction between attacks against historians and attacks against their work. 

These constitute two domains over which six types of attacks will be distributed. The aim of 

the typology is to be exhaustive (although there may be overlap among its types). 

 

 

Attacks on historians 

 

Attacks on historians as individuals 

Attacks on historians as a community 

 

Attacks on historical work 

 

Attacks on historical information 

Attacks on historical opinions 

Attacks on historical truth 

Attacks on expressions of memory 

 

 

The bedrock of this typology is the umbrella concept of history as the main qualifier of the 

general concept of attacks, and the distinction, under this umbrella, between attacks on 

persons (historians) and attacks on content (their work).31 Of course, as we discussed under 

the third element of the definition, both domains are inextricably linked. Historians act and, 

while acting, create work. 

 More refined typologies could distinguish three domains, if next to persons and content, 

infrastructure (resources, objects and sites) is considered as a as separate rubric. In my 

typology, however, attacks on the infrastructure are integrated into the attacks on content. For 

example, attacks on archives are part of attacks on historical information, attacks on heritage 

(statues, cemeteries, etc.) are part of attacks on expressions of memory. 

 The following overview refines the two main domains and six types through the prism of 

27 indicators:32 
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Table 1.1. A typology of attacks on history 

 

 

Attacks on historians 

 

Attacks on historians as individuals 

 

Political killings 

Public attacks by political leaders 

Arbitrary arrest and detention 

Restrictions of movement 

Unfair dismissal 

Malicious prosecution 

Online harassment 

 

Attacks on historians as a community 

 

Obstruction of meetings and conferences 

Obstruction of journals 

Obstruction of online platforms 

Obstruction of departments 

Obstruction of associations 

Surveillance of groups of historians 

 

 

Attacks on historical work 

 

Attacks on historical information 

 

Abusive archival legislation 

Obstruction of archival access 

Archival cleansing 

 

Attacks on historical opinions 

 

Abusive defamation laws 

Abusive blasphemy laws 

Abusive memory laws 

Mnemonic constitutionalism 

Censorship of historical works 

 

Attacks on historical truth 

 

Historical disinformation 

Historical denialism 

Historical hate speech 

 

Attacks on expressions of memory 

 

Intentional destruction of cultural heritage 

Bans of alternative traditions 

Obstruction of public commemorations 

 

 

 

This typology is not a theoretical exercise. It is based on empirical research into a database 

encompassing hundreds of cases over the globe since 1945,33 meaning that some of the 27 

indicators can be supported by massive evidence, while others can be documented with at 

least some cases. It also implies that some indicators which are frequently used in comparable 

typologies – for example, the indicator “sexual violence” in reports about attacks on education 

– are not found in the present typology because no applicable incidents (in our example, cases 

of sexual violence against historians) could be identified. This does not mean that such an 

indicator does not merit a place in our typology, but merely that no evidence for it was found 

(yet). It follows that silent attacks – attacks that generate no or limited reporting – stay under 

the radar. The typology, although intended to be exhaustive, is incomplete.34 
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Attacks on historians as individuals 

 

History in the wrong hands can kill as much as the knife of a surgeon or the bullet of a 

soldier.35 The most extreme attack on history is the killing of its practitioners. A Provisional 

Memorial for Historians Killed for Political Reasons from Ancient Times until the Present 

lists 538 cases of political killings in 77 countries (as of April 2024).36 Of these, 306 cases 

occurred after 1945. 

 The type and nature of the act of killing historians need to be explained. In this Provisional 

Memorial, political killings mean all deaths that are either the direct and intended result of 

operations by State and non-State agents (such as extrajudicial assassinations, improper 

judicial executions, and enforced disappearances), or the indirect but immediate result, 

intended or not, of persecution (as in cases of deaths in prisons and camps, deaths following 

ill-treatment, and suicides due to severe political pressure or impending deportation). The 

killing must be political, meaning that it is carried out against the historians because they 

perform certain roles or belong to certain groups. Hence they are killed because they were 

historians as such, because they were intellectuals, academics, journalists, human rights 

defenders, or political activists, or because they were members of a specific national, racial, 

ethnic, or religious group. 

 We see that historians can be killed for a wide variety of political reasons, meaning that not 

all historians killed for political reasons were killed for reasons related to their work as 

historians. Conversely, historians killed for historical reasons always constitute a subgroup of 

the historians killed for political reasons. In practice, it is often difficult to decide whether 

historians are killed for historical reasons or for broader political reasons: historical reasons 

can be the sole motivation for the killing but more often they are part of a broader set of 

political motivations. Previous studies – of political deaths of historians between 1945 and 

2017,37 of political deaths of archivists between 1934 and 2007,38 of political deaths of exiled 

historians between 1926 and 1996,39 and of political deaths of Ibero-American historians 

between 1936 and 202040 – yielded percentages of between 15% and 33%. This means that 

out of every hundred historians killed for political reasons roughly between one-sixth and 

one-third was killed for reasons that included their work on history.41 The attack on historians 

is the supreme crime against history. 

 Political leaders who publicly attack historians for their allegedly dissident or defamatory 

views – the second type of attack – can have a devastating impact on the latter’s private and 

professional lives and paralyze their audiences. These public attacks can be directed at 
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specific historians, threaten the historical profession as a whole, or criticize historical writing 

in general. It is an exceptional technique, often unnecessary from a power perspective. It is 

more convenient and more logical for leaders to enlist the State apparatus and to intervene 

discreetly, to delegate, and to act in collusion far from the prying eyes of the press and the 

public and without the risk of backfire effects. In spite of this, public attacks are easy to 

execute: a statement usually suffices. And, importantly, it is a technique that can target 

historians across the border.42 Vocal cross-border attacks are often preferred over alternative 

drawn-out persecution tactics that do not work or are more costly in diplomatic terms. In 

addition, a public attack by a leader is often a sign of approval of further attacks, trials, and 

persecution by the official apparatus. Curiously, in some rare cases, the attacks were directed 

at historians who were already deceased.43 These posthumous attacks indicate how critical 

historical work can be feared long after its author has died.44 

 Another type of attack on historians is the arbitrary arrest.45 Such an arrest can be preceded 

by a police search and followed by arbitrary detention, and possibly torture and an unfair trial. 

“Arbitrary” means that the arrest was not based on any charges or on spurious charges or on 

real charges based on overbroad legal provisions from the authoritarian tool bag – such as in 

many national security laws and laws against extremism, terrorism, sedition, separatism, and 

the like.46 Historians can readily be found among those arbitrarily arrested. As in the case of 

political killings, arrests of historians were mostly related to their political stance rather than 

their historical work. Due to their often important role in protest movements, history students 

are relatively overrepresented in this category. 

 A classic tool of many governments is the restriction of freedom of movement of 

historians, that is, the right to move freely and to choose a place of residence within one’s 

country and the right to enter and leave one’s country.47 Arbitrary detention and house arrest 

threaten residence rights and domestic travel restrictions control the visits of historians to 

archives, conferences, and other such facilities. Complicated passport procedures and stiff 

travel rules may excessively restrict the outbound travel of domestic historians and harsh visa 

policies and travel rules and outright non-admission, expulsion or deportation improperly 

regulate the entrance of foreign historians. Arbitrary cross-border restrictions also violate the 

State duty provided for in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights (ICESCR) “to recognize the benefits to be derived from … international contacts and 

co-operation in the scientific … fields.”48 

 The most common type of personal attack is the loss of professional or academic standing 

such as unfair dismissal, demotion, loss of promotion or other penalty.49 Although the attack 
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seems straightforward here, the issue of proof is crucial to decide whether the penalty 

constitutes an attack. There should be substantial evidence to characterize a dismissal, for 

example, as unfair because those dismissed sometimes use the label to conceal other reasons 

ranging from voluntary resignation to fair dismissal. 

 Another type of attack is malicious prosecution. States that organize show trials based on 

spurious charges, pseudo-indictments and fake evidence attack historians directly and 

severely. Quite often it is and has been a tool of authoritarian regimes, used in conjunction 

with other types of repression such as censorship (meaning that authors who are censored run 

a higher risk of prosecution). Recently, powerful private parties have increasingly misused the 

courts. They file manifestly unfounded charges or initiate abusive court proceedings with the 

sole purpose of silencing critical speech about them. Malicious prosecution by private parties 

is a form of judicial harassment increasingly studied under the names of “privatized 

censorship” or “SLAPPs,” Strategic Lawsuits against Public Participation. “Public 

participation” means any effort to engage in an issue of societal or political significance.50 

 Online harassment and intimidation of historians, finally, have been rapidly growing 

phenomena since around 2015 only and a critical mass of empirical evidence of online attacks 

that affect history has slowly emerged even later. Harassment includes conduct that impairs 

historians’ full exercise of their activities with the purpose of violating their dignity and of 

creating an hostile environment, such as generalized pejorative remarks usually expressed in 

anonymity or with misplaced authority. Intimidation is the threat of violence. Both types of 

attacks are used by State actors, especially authoritarian regimes, and non-State actors, 

especially right-wing platforms. Online includes email, social media platforms, messaging 

apps, blogging platforms, and digital comments sections.51 PEN America defines online 

harassment as the “pervasive or severe targeting of an individual or group online through 

harmful behavior.”52 

 Some online techniques seem to be rapidly proliferating. Among them are watchlists or 

blacklists (public online lists containing the names of targets), doxing (short for “dropping 

docs”; the online publication of identifying private information of targets, such as real names 

and addresses, without their permission and with the purpose to intimidate), and trolling 

(smear campaigns that vilify and publicly shame targets by leaving insulting messages about 

them on the internet, including calls to discredit them). Tip-off lines and other anonymous 

reporting systems are used by willing members of the public (for example, students) to report 

on historians by email, telephone, or website forms.53 As such, they are forms of arbitrary 

surveillance, in which private citizens and vigilante groups are encouraged to watch historians 
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and report about them to State authorities. Online harassment harms freedom of expression, 

produces chilling effects, such as self-censorship, and installs a climate of fear.54 

 In this context, “cancel culture” is not a straightforward notion. If it is means the public 

shaming of historians or even boycotting and ostracizing them from (segments of) the public 

debate because they merely said something unacceptable or offensive to some, it borders 

censorship and amounts to an attack akin to blacklisting.55 If it means the rejection and even 

removal of historians from the public debate because they used some form of hate speech, 

then it may be justified (if the principle of proportionality is heeded). Some such interventions 

into the public debate degenerate into memory and history wars – chains of controversies 

intended to define how the past is publicly remembered (memory wars) or studied and taught 

(history wars).56 They are thus transformed into debates about the present, in which history is 

but a pretext for political or other gain. 

 All attacks described above usually target individual historians but they can also be 

directed at groups. Arbitrary arrest is used collectively in post-protest crackdowns or purges 

or as a consequence of a policy of ethnic cleansing. Likewise, unfair dismissal can become a 

collective punitive measure in the wake of crackdowns and purges.57 One example of the 

latter is the dismissal after a refusal to sign or take a loyalty oath.58 To the extent that mass 

arrests and mass dismissal do not only violate freedom of expression but also the right to 

peaceful assembly and association, they overlap with the next type. 

 

Attacks on historians as a community 

 

A relatively novel form of online interference is Zoombombing, or the hostile takeover of 

online meetings of historians with the intention of interrupting the discussion of whatever is 

on the agenda. The practice is often accompanied by disturbing images or racist and 

misogynistic statements.59 A step further are attempts designed to obstruct a series of public 

meetings, for example, by trying to stop historical conferences and intimidate their organizers 

and speakers.60 

 Sometimes, historical journals or history departments are disciplined and driven into an 

ideological straitjacket.61 Online platforms dedicated to history can become targets of 

cyberattacks, blockades, or closures.62 This includes the quasi-invisible bowdlerization of 

online collections of newspapers and journals, a major threat to the integrity of records.63 

Entire subgroups of the historical profession may be watched. Which subgroups of the 

historical profession are surveilled depends on the centrality of the period they study in the 
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dominant historical myths (stories about the history of a political unit, its origins, territory, 

shared experiences, strong leaders and great figures, enemies, and destiny), which form the 

basis of collective identity and of the legitimation strategy of power. If a specific era is pivotal 

in the national mythology, it becomes politically more sensitive. If, for example, ethnogenesis 

occupies an important place in the dominant historical myth, those working on early historical 

eras, such as archaeologists, run additional risks.64 

 The most dramatic intervention consists in attacking historical associations or history 

NGOs as such.65 Governments can defund or underfund: cut the subsidies of an organization 

if the latter does not meet certain conditions or if it publicly criticizes the government.66 They 

can also deploy a variety of tools of legal harassment, applied alone or in combination, 

ranging from the prevention of annual business meetings of historical associations, over the 

imposition of unreasonable demands to obtain or retain a legal status, to complete dissolution. 

Sometimes flawed laws – promulgating overbroad provisions for sedition, national security, 

counterterrorism, public order, etc. – are invoked.67 

 

Attacks on historical information 

 

The availability of historical information is the raw material of the historian’s work. This 

applies to official information in the first place. The UN Human Rights Committee stated that 

“Article 19, paragraph 2 [of the ICCPR, the right to freedom of expression] embraces a right 

of access to information held by public bodies. Such information includes records held by a 

public body, regardless of the form in which the information is stored, its source and the date 

of production.”68 Right to information (RTI) laws establish an obligation on public bodies to 

disclose this information and a corresponding right for citizens to receive information. Among 

the obvious requesters of such information are historians. The formula “regardless of … the 

date of production” is notable because it refers not only to RTI laws but also to archives laws. 

 The right to information is not absolute. Some information categories routinely searched 

for by historians are kept secret for national security or public order reasons. This may be 

legitimate if the rationale is indeed to protect the existence of the nation or its territorial 

integrity or political independence against force or threat of force, and if the information is 

declassified and released when it loses that function. However, the files may be kept under 

lock and key because they contain embarrassing evidence. Sensitive categories include 

international war, foreign policy, corruption, crimes of the past, civil unrest, national security 

operations, and the policing of minorities or dissidents. Archives laws containing excessive 
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secrecy provisions (“overclassification” and “reclassification”) can be considered attacks on 

historical information. Such secrecy hides arbitrariness, evades control, prevents criticism, 

impoverishes the public debate, and hampers accountability.69 

 Legal provisions prescribing excessive secrecy of archives often go together with 

administrative measures designed to obstruct their access and use (limitations on permits, 

copy options, opening times, consultation duration, etc.). Unintentional circumstances such as 

the gross negligence of archives can worsen these measures. Taken alone, many of these 

administrative measures constitute de facto micro-harassment not reaching the level of 

attacks; taken together they can reveal an intent to discourage the users to access the sensitive 

information, equaling an attack. The accumulation of measures is then part of a pattern of 

sneak attacks discussed above.70 

 The worst attack on historical information consists of illegal and irreversible conduct on 

the spot: damaging, destroying, confiscating, or concealing archives that should be preserved. 

Heightened risks of such archival cleansing exist in so-called repression archives: the records 

of the military, police, and security administrations and of institutions created for repression 

purposes (intelligence services, paramilitary bodies, special prisons). These repression 

archives are politically sensitive because they contain information about victims and 

perpetrators of past human rights violations. Some of the perpetrators escaped prosecution and 

even continue in official positions in successor regimes. From a human rights perspective, 

information about gross human rights violations should never be held secret under pretexts 

such as national security: the presumption in favor of disclosure of information is overriding 

in the case of past atrocity crimes.71 

 

Attacks on historical opinions 

 

The first weapon to attack historical opinions – by which interpretations of, and judgments on, 

past events are meant – is law. Three types of law in particular have been weaponized to that 

aim: those that protect the reputations of historical figures (defamation laws), those that 

protect the reputations of religions (blasphemy laws), and those that protect the interpretation 

of historical events (memory laws). 

 The most important type is the law of defamation, the law to shield reputation against 

attack. Reputation is a human right protected under article 12 of the UDHR. Consequently, 

the attack on the reputation of a person (also called defamation) is a violation of human rights 
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(if committed by a State organ) or an abuse of human rights (if committed by a private person 

or an institution). 

 From a human rights perspective, reputation is a characteristic of individuals. Defamation 

laws can infringe this basic principle by incorporating improper purposes, such as the 

protection of abstract entities such as the reputation of States, nations, religions or the 

protection of the reputation of deceased persons, or the prevention of legitimate debate about 

matters of public concern (such as criticism of officials or exposure of official wrongdoing). 

When persons defamed by historians sue the latter, the charge is sometimes justified, but very 

often the accusation that a critical opinion about a person (for example, a historical figure) 

was defamatory is often the barely disguised expression of a will to censor that opinion.72 In 

other words, whereas defamation of a person is an attack on the latter’s reputation, a baseless 

or false accusation of defamation directed at historians – whether followed by litigation or not 

– is an attack on history. In addition, according to international human rights law, defamation 

is a civil offense that should stay out of reach of criminal law. 

 Another weapon is the law on blasphemy, directed at punishing the defamation of religion. 

Blasphemy laws suppress perceived criticism (“defamation”) of religion (including the sacred, 

religious figures and leaders, doctrines and dogmas, symbols and feelings). But religion is an 

abstract concept, which cannot be defamed. Consequently, according to international human 

rights law, all blasphemy laws are abusive; they should be abolished.73 

 Memory laws, finally, are laws about historical figures, symbols, dates, and events. If these 

laws are merely declaratory, for example, to promulgate a national anniversary or to elevate 

an object to a national symbol, or to commemorate a certain historical figure or event, there is, 

in principle, nothing wrong – although the day, symbol, figure, or event can still be 

controversial and subject to fierce public debate. Memory laws become abusive when they 

mandatorily prescribe or prohibit certain views of these historical subjects and provide 

punishment for offenders.74 According to international human rights law, this mandatory and 

prohibitive type of memory law is abusive because it censors opinions and it should therefore 

be abolished.75 

 Sometimes, the Constitution itself contains provisions on how to interpret certain historical 

events and even historical truth itself.76 In such cases of mnemonic constitutionalism77 – the 

determination in the constitution of the historical roots of national identity – the same rules as 

for memory laws apply. Constitutional passages limited to some remarks about history, 

memory, and tradition, typically in a preamble, are not problematic (although, again, they 

may thoroughly influence and polarize the public debate). If these passages are formulated in 
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the operative paragraphs of the Constitution with the purpose of directing historical opinions 

in certain exclusive ways – and this is certainly the case for passages that expressly mention 

the concept of historical truth itself – they morph into particularly grave attacks on history. 

Historical truth is provisionally determined in a public debate about scientific and peer-

reviewed historical research and not once and for all in a court, not even a constitutional 

court. A State based on the rule of law has no monopoly over the historical truth – although, 

as we will see, it can proscribe historical lies that amount to hate speech. 

 States of the authoritarian kind do not only use legislation to attack historians, they also 

have huge censorship apparatuses at their disposal. The legal definition of censorship usually 

encompasses restrictions on views of the past before they are made public, for example at 

manuscript level (“pre-censorship”), plus all those restrictions on views of the past after they 

are made public that engender chilling effects and disproportionate sanctions (“post-

censorship”). Censorship in this legal meaning always constitutes an attack on history, 

whereas subtler forms of coercion can constitute de facto censorship and hence also count as 

attacks. 

 The charge of calling an act censorship, hence an attack on history, is delicate in the sense 

that not all obstacles that complicate communication are forms of censorship, some are 

legitimate restrictions on the activities of historians.78 Be that as it may, censorship is 

omnivorous and able to target all types of historiographical production: academic works, to be 

sure, but even more, because of their reach, history textbooks79 and channels for popular 

history (such as films, plays, novels). With unfair dismissal, censorship is a classical type of 

attack on history. It often leads to protracted self-censorship, itself a sign that the attack was 

successful. 

 

Attacks on historical truth 

 

Historical disinformation is the act of lying about history with malicious intent or the 

intentional dissemination of inaccurate or misleading historical information. It should be 

distinguished from misinformation, which is the unintentional dissemination of inaccurate or 

misleading historical information. There is a connection between both because disinformation 

often reaches persons who believe it and then forward it without any malicious intent.80 I 

avoid less precise terms such as “fake news,” “alternative facts,” of “post-truths.” 

 Although an old phenomenon, disinformation has a strikingly new feature today because it 

spreads on the internet, mainly via social media platforms. This is a threat to history in many 
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countries. Less recognizable than murder or character assassination and more insidious and 

hybrid, disinformation is censorship’s twin. It is often accompanied by historical propaganda, 

the willful or reckless manipulation of historical facts or opinions for one’s own purposes.81 

 Two almost contradictory types of historical disinformation should be distinguished. The 

first type occurs when bona fide historians are falsely accused of presenting fake history. The 

work of historians living in dictatorships has typically and routinely been dismissed fake 

history. Usually accompanying State propaganda and State censorship, if not a part of them, 

such spurious accusations aim at silencing historians. Therefore, just like a false accusation of 

defamation is an attack on history, so is a false accusation of fake history. Both are attacks on 

the integrity of the historian, undercutting the latter’s credibility. 

 The second type of historical disinformation is particularly pernicious and the product of a 

fringe, but growing, minority – and, in certain cases, of States themselves: the denial of the 

historical reality of amply corroborated past atrocity crimes, particularly crimes similar to 

what is defined as genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes in the Statute of Rome 

of the International Criminal Court. The denial of corroborated atrocity crimes constitutes 

disinformation that is the complete antithesis of science. It is a form of pseudoscience and 

epistemic injustice.82 Those advocating the denial of atrocity crimes should not be called 

historians; their views are not historical opinions. 

 The disquieting fact is that all atrocity crimes have their deniers. First and foremost, there 

is the denial of genocide, such as the Holocaust (denied by non-State actors and some 

governments, and increasingly taking place online),83 the Armenian genocide (officially 

denied in Turkey), the Rwandan genocide (with laws addressing a real problem but often 

mobilized to call bona fide dissidents deniers), the Srebrenica genocide (officially denied in 

the Republika Srpska in Bosnia-Herzegovina), the Holodomor (denied during and after Soviet 

times), the denial of crimes against humanity committed during or under the sexual slavery 

system imposed during the Pacific War (common in Japan), and the denial in Russia of Soviet 

responsibility for the Katyń war crimes (until 1990 and again in the recent decade).84 

 Some deniers sue bona fide historians who expose them for defamation. In line with the 

creation of deliberate confusion flagged above as “blaming the victim,” they will typically say 

that those who criticize them “attack” them or “conspire to suppress” their opinions in order 

to “conceal the truth.” In reality, these deniers launch a double attack on the critical 

historians: a first one by defending defamatory and false views about past crimes by denying 

them, and a second one by threatening and suing those who rebuke them. 
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 Historical disinformation and denialism are called attacks against historical truth here and 

this has not been done lightly. To understand this, some insight into the human rights view on 

truth claims and hate speech is necessary. The first point, the human rights view on truth 

claims, has already been highlighted: international human rights law does not permit the 

prohibition or restriction of a historical opinion solely because it constitutes a false or 

incorrect interpretation of past events85 – even if this interpretation is offensive, shocking and 

disturbing to parts of the audience. From a human rights perspective, historians are allowed to 

tell untruths; they have, in short, a right to err.86 This is a very good thing because after peer 

review some of the facts proposed by historians prove to be incorrect (prove to be falsehoods) 

and some of their theories and hypotheses prove to be implausible. When the falsehoods or 

implausible theories are the result of sloppy work, historians may be blamed from an 

academic or professional point of view but not from a human rights point of view. 

 Here enters the second strand of thought: the human rights view on hate speech –  

hatred that incites discrimination, hostility or violence.87 When the manipulation of historical 

facts and the false or incorrect interpretation of past events – in our case, the denial of past 

crimes as a form of historical disinformation – constitute a tool to incite violence such as 

genocide and war, or discrimination or hostility, it equals hate speech.88 Hate speech makes 

use of so-called fighting words –words meant to incite violence. According to international 

human rights law, hate speech and war propaganda should be prohibited by law; according to 

international criminal law, the direct and public incitement to genocide is punishable.89

 There is perhaps no abuse of history that affects the core of the activity of historical writing 

as deeply as genocide denial. Tolerating denial means the end of history as a discipline. The 

lies that constitute genocide denial violate the methodological and ethical norms that guide the 

search for the truth and therefore do not form part of any legitimate debate about history. On 

the other hand, genocide denial laws should be carefully drafted so as not to affect legitimate 

historical debate, honest mistake, political criticism, and offending language which does not 

rise to the level of hate speech.90 

 

Attacks on expressions of memory 

 

The next form of attack, the intentional destruction of cultural heritage, is an attack against 

memory rather than history as a discipline. Throughout history, political systems of all sorts 

have tried to sweep the remnants of the past away and start from the year zero. After 1945, 

regimes who followed this path of destruction usually had a Communist, nationalist, or 
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Islamist signature.91 Iconoclasm can take place in peacetime or during war and include 

archives, libraries, monuments, archaeological sites, memorials, and gravesites in a deliberate 

effort to cleanse culture. From a human rights perspective, these forms of iconoclasm are 

crimes against culture, or crimes against or affecting cultural heritage.92 

 The relationship between the intentional destruction of cultural heritage and genocide is a 

little more complicated. Often characterized as “cultural genocide,” the intentional destruction 

of cultural heritage is not part of the official definition of genocide.93 However, the 

International Court of Justice has recognized that the intentional destruction of cultural 

heritage often serves as evidence to help prove genocidal intent.94 

 Intentional destruction is for cultural heritage what killing is for people. Iconoclastic 

regimes can destroy the entire texture of society. In any case, they are not easily forgotten and 

may haunt the public imagination for generations, if not centuries. Iconoclasm is a supreme 

attack on collective memory. 

 Next to tangible cultural heritage, intangible cultural heritage such as traditions can also be 

attacked. Bans of alternative traditions – the celebration, often by minorities, of historical 

anniversaries, the organization of cultural processions and ancestral rituals – are similarly 

attacks on memory. 

 Peaceful public commemorations – for example, at the foot of a well-known monument, on 

a significant historical anniversary, or during the funeral of a public figure – are sometimes 

occasions to express silent protest. If they serve or are seen to serve as rallying points for the 

political opposition, they are perceived as breaches of public order by unlawful groups and 

suppressed. The break-up of peaceful commemorations is an attack on memory.95 

 

Reasons to attack historians 

 

A question that insistently comes to mind each time is this: Why are historians so often 

among the first targets of attacks by intolerant State and non-State actors? I see three 

reasons.96 The first is that historians are trained in voicing critical opinions about the 

legitimation of power and the construction of collective identity and in questioning historical 

myths. Sometimes, this turns history departments and the universities of which they form part 

into bastions of protest against authoritarianism. 

 The second reason is that historians educate the younger generations, including the future 

leadership of the country, making the history curricula a political affair of the first order and 
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triggering an ardent desire for official control over them, especially in countries where large 

parts of the population are young. 

 The final reason is that time and again history lecturers and history students play pivotal 

roles in teacher trade unions and student movements and act as engines of reform and vectors 

of change in national politics. It is this explosive cocktail of criticism, education of talented 

youth, and political action that transforms historians and history students into prime targets of 

intolerant regimes. 

 

 

 

Responsibilities to counter attacks on history 

  

A final question is what can be done to counter attacks on history. In terms of response, States 

are the primary duty-bearers. When they ratify the ICCPR, as most did, they take up three 

types of responsibilities: a responsibility to respect the human rights of their citizens, a 

responsibility to protect them, and a responsibility to promote them. In our context, the State 

responsibility to respect means that States should abstain from direct or complicit 

involvement in attacks on historians. The State responsibility to protect means that they 

should shield historians at risk from present or future attack by third parties. States can fulfill 

this responsibility to protect by condemning and preventing these attacks. In addition, they 

should take measures to end impunity for attacks and deter perpetrators by prohibiting, 

investigating, and prosecuting attacks, and, finally, by assisting victims of attack. The State 

responsibility to promote, finally, means that States should proactively promote the freedoms 

of historical research, teaching, and debate. Some of these responsibilities relate to or spring 

from their more general human rights responsibilities: the responsibilities under the ICCPR to 

prohibit war propaganda, hate speech, and discrimination by law, and the duties under the 

ICESCR to promote science and culture, respect freedom of scientific research, and recognize 

the benefits of international cooperation in the scientific field.97 

 The responsibilities of historians are analogous to those of States. Historians do not only 

have rights (enumerated at the beginning) but also responsibilities. These responsibilities are 

the same in peace- and wartime. More specifically, Article 19 of the ICCPR mentions that the 

exercise of the right to freedom of expression carries with it special duties and 

responsibilities.98 Therefore, historians have a responsibility to respect the principle of 

scientific integrity (the attitude of being honest and not acting corruptly). They can honor this 
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principle by writing history responsibly, that is, with accuracy and sincerity. The task of 

responsible history is the critical and – in the words of UNESCO – “honest search for truth.”99 

 Historians also have an individual and joint responsibility to protect history from attacks 

and abuses by others and to oppose these attacks and abuses. This presupposes constant 

vigilance and courage. Finally, they also have a responsibility to promote responsible history 

in order to prevent further attacks in the future. One particular factor that can powerfully 

contribute to prevention is research and teaching about these attacks on history in order to 

raise awareness about their multifaceted presence. In particular, it is necessary to gain more 

insight into the history of the attacks on history. The conceptual framework offered here and 

the broader mission of the present Handbook are part and parcel of this duty of prevention. 
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